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Sponge
eggs g 1500

glucose g 300
sugar g 1500
flour g 1500

potato starch g 560 
eggs g 1000 

honey g 100
Heat to 40°C eggs, sugar and glucose, whisk and after
about 10 minutes drizzle in the honey and egg yolks, then
the flour. Bake at 170°C for about 25-30 minutes.

Light cream
custard g 1000 

soft whipped cream g 400
gelatin g 8

Dissolve the gelatin with some of the cream and add the
custard and the remaining cream, being careful not to form
lumps of jelly. You should not use the cream very cold at
this stage, because the cold could make the gelatine gel
quickly forming lumps.

Almond paste to cover cake
peeled almonds g 500

sugar g 1000
glucose g 260

fondant sugar g 2200
Pulverize the almonds in a refiner with the ad-

dition of a little sugar icing, then mix the
lot, close tightly in clingfilm and let stand
at room temperature for at least 10
hours.

Tips for filling
Prepare the cake the day before, so
as to cut it more easily. Each step of
preparation is important to get a
precise and neat result.
Cut the cake into three pieces and
soak with the berry sauce: on the
first layer apply just cream and
sprinkle with crushed caramelized
hazelnuts; on the second, apply a
layer of light cream and dried ra-
spberries. Cover with the sponge
and apply light cream to the surface;
cool well. Remove from the mould;
apply a thin layer of white butter
cream. Cover with almond paste and
decorate with icing, roses and sugar.
Combine imagination with functiona-
lity. Ceremonial cakes are a serious
undertaking and the bride and bride-

groom are very demanding: the sweet
must surprise yet at the same time be re-

fined. 
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This cake with a similar decoration appears in “Il sacrificio di Isacco” (The Sacrifice of Isaac),

an artistic picture by the photographer Giancarlo Bononi, which is inspired by Caravaggio’s

work. Bononi is the author of an impressive photo gallery reproducing the attitudes of the cha-

racters and the wonderful play of shadows and light of the original paintings, but having the mo-

dels dressed with modern clothes and introducing a sweet element in each picture. Francesco

Elmi is the one on the right (see also www.piwwe.com).


